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A new Pay Per Post system Posts Genius brings a job and income for bloggers. This Pay Per Post
guarantees thousands of dollars for best bloggers. It is easy â€“ advertiser chooses your blog joined to
Posts Genius and you can write and make money better than before.

â€¢ Do you have a quality and readable blog with original content?

â€¢ So we have a job and income for you!

Bloggers joined in Posts Genius write paid article for advertisers. Try to join your blog Posts Genius!

Fantastic income for bloggers? Thousands dollars with Posts Genius!

Solid paid job for bloggers, it is difficult to look for today. It is impossible to gain good income which
by blogging â€“ but now there is your chance! You must bring quality, thematic-relevant blog content
which is loved by search engines. What does it mean?

â€¢ Advertiser starts a campaign

â€¢ You publish blog spot and add url-address to the system

â€¢ System checks articles automatically, advertiser confirms and pays out

Example how much you can earn by blogging

Job and income for bloggers are available for everyone thanks to Posts Genius. And these are
really attractive! Do you know that successful bloggerÂ´s income can be many thousands of dollars
per month? Look at the concrete example of job and pay-out of blogger!

â€¢ You register your blog in the system

â€¢ You choose this parameters: amount $10 (fixed price) + Â¢1,5 (for every word)

â€¢ Advertiser gives a parameters of campaign: keyword â€œholiday in Greeceâ€•

â€¢ You write and publish blog spot (300 words) and add url-address to the system, advertiser confirm
it

â€¢ Sum 10 + (0,015 x 300) = $ 14,5 per only one article per one page!

â€¢ And how many pages and articles are you able to write during every day? If you are able to write
only 2 during day so you get $ 870 every month! But you know you can write much more per day!

Job and income for bloggers go to the new dimension thanks to Posts Genius. Get fantastic income
with Posts Genius and register as blogger!
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